BEET PLANTER DEVELOPI-.iEIIT TO IMPROVE
SEEDLING EMERGENCE
S. '::I. HcBirneyl
The importance of improved and more uniform field emergence of sugar
beet seedlinc;s from the seed planted has become increasingly evident as seeding rates have been successively decreased . The reduction of seeding rates
during the past several years from around twenty pounds per acre to four or five
has been made possible by improvements in the unifonnity of seed distribution
by planters and the combination of the two, together with processed seed, have
enabled great savings in tho labor required for beet thinning. Low and eratic
percentaees of seedling emergence and the acconpanying spotty beet stands have
become one of the . li'.!1iting factors in these labor saving developr1ents.
Field emergence in the intem.ountain area will usually not range over
30 to 50 per cent of the possi11le seed.lings from the seed planted on the
better plant:Lngs. Often it is considerabl;y less and ranges down to the point
where replanting is necessaI"J. Yet one pbnting which we put in near Fort
Collins in 1945, a planting •·rhich t:;ermirw.ted from moisture in the soil at
planting time, :weraged nearly 90 percent field emergence. Furthermore the
emergence is very erratic. Cn typical 1946 plantings the percent of field
emergence, determined on hundred-inch counts, had the folloV:ring ranges:
17 to 65; 17 to 44; 5 to 37; 14 to 52; 10 to 64 and 5 to 53. It is evident
that either the planting e1uipment or t iie seed bed, probably both, needs
considerable i..rr1provement to give uniform, higher i'ield emergence.
On our 1945 planteY- plots there were two seed furrow opener modifications which showed particulA.r promise for iliprovir.g seedlin2: emergence. The
first consisted of a b<:•.r scraper between the opener clisl-::s of ;m ordinary disk
furrow opener to smooth or flatten off the bottom of the furrow slightly .above
the level of the bot toLl of the disks . The dislrn of such an opener are close st
together at about norma l ground surface and if the soil stood up r'erfectly a
sort of a W shaped furrow botton would result. The bar scraper flattened this
furrow bottom. The other opener was a 1944 Rassraann planter opener which utilizes a small runner opener for the seed furrow between the two disks of a conventional disk opener. These tvro openers gave a significantly better. field
emergence indicating, it seer.ied, that · some modific2.tion of t:1e bottom of a
disk opened seed furrow was necesSR.!J'.
Our 1946 beet planter studies , consisting of forty cifferent planting
equipE1ent set-ups, included the two above mentioned types of openers and several other special openers, some along the saL1e j_deEt, :md were chiefly
planned to study field er.rnrgence characteristics of plc.nt ers though some seed
distribution studies were included. Two nearly identic8,l pl;cntings were ma.de
with this eo.uipraent to study results und.er different seed bed conditions. All
of the results reported here He:?:'.'e·put in with 7 to 9/6l~ 11 segmented seed of
high Germination and sprout count.
1 Senior Agricultural Engineer, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Sngineering,. U. s. Department of Agriculture
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The first planting i.m.s made on April 29 to Hay 2 and was similar to perhaps 90 percent of the caTu~1ercial beet plantings in our district this year in
that it went into a dry seed bed and didn't come up until rains fell the early
part of llay . The seed bed was dry down to a 3 1/211 depth and was somewhat
loose and contained man;ir small dry clods. No seeds at a1l germinated until a
rainy spell set in on Hay 5th and 1.03 11 of rain fell in six days with about
equal amounts falling each day. Some rain fell every day or two for the rest
of the month bringing the precipitation for the month up to 2.68 11 • The seedltngs emerged during this period, but quite slowly as it was rather cool for
germination. The ultimate field emergence averaged 43.3%, but differences for
different planting equipment, cxce~t different depths of planting, tended to be
elbninated by having the moisture cone this way. There was therefore less
variation between counts though a difference of - 5 ,22% in field germination
was i1eeded for significance between different treatments with 20 stand counts
each.
The second planting wai::: considerably dela3red because of wet weather and
was not put in until June 5th and 6th. The seed bed was moist, firm and in excellent condition for planting when this set of plots went in, but several days
of drying winds very shortly afterwards dried out the soil soL1ewhat too fast.
However fairly good germination resulted from the moisture in the soil. The
field emergence averaged 33 .1~6, significantly lower tha.n on the first planting, ·
and there was a grea.ter variation between hundred inch germination stand counts.
A difference of - 7 .2% in a.verages of 20 stand counts was necessary for significance.
!'

The most striking differences in percent of· field emergence on these two
sets of plots vrnre in different depths of planting. A standard double disk
furrow opener was u .secl for the depth of plantin3 comparj_scn. Three nominal
planting depths were used, l", 1 1/2 11 and 2". That is the depth bands were
set in from the disk edges those amounts. Actual pla.ntin.:; depths are about
1/4" less than nominal depths as far as could be determined,
The resulting field emergences at the three depths on the two plantings
were as follows:
1st planting
1 11 depth
1 1/2 11 depth
2 11 depth

2nd planting

50~3%
40~47~

35.0/b

30. 9'/{,

36.5%

Difference required for significance -5.2%

20~9%

-7 .21~

It will be noted on the first planting that· field emergence was significantly poorer with each increase in pla.nting depth. Germination resulted from
rains followin~ planting and during a relatively cool period and the deeper
plantings were too deep. ,Just the reverse happened on the second planting
where the shallow planting was significDntly poorer than the other two. Here
the drying seed bed left more of the shallow seeds too dry to germinate than
on the deeper pla.11tings while with the warm, aerated seed bed, both the 1 1/2
and 2 11 depth plantings germinated practically the same,
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These results emphasize t!1e need to ver;/ carefully keep planting depths
the same for differer;t planting equipment being compe.red for field emergence .
Differences in percent of field emergence obtained with different types of
planting equipment may be the resul t of slightly different planting depths
rather than actual differences betvvcen equip:;nent as will be pointed out later .
The summarized results of the seedling emergence portion of the 1946
beet planter studies 'are shown in the following table . The average percent of
field emergence obtained on each planting with each type of equipr.1ent is shown
together with a reference nrnnber and the munber of counts which are averaged .
This latter number is included so that the proper difference required for significance, shm,m at the bottor.i of the table, can be used .
The planter used as a check had John Deere regular disk furrow openers
with depth bands set in 1 1/2" fron edge of disks and with bevel rim i:r ess
wheels set with the usual space of about 3/4" between then . The pressure rod
was set in the middle hole of its three possible positions and as much pressure
was put on the four planter openers as possible without g~tting over 4 or 5%
planter drive VJ"he€l slippage . The field emergence with this opener unit, as
shmm on reference line 1 of the table, Nas 1+3 . 1% on the first planting and
31.37~ on the second .
The use of the bar scraper between the disks, which had shmm promise
in 1945, produced n~ Si(;nificant ir.tprovement over the check planting 8 S shovm
in line 2. In fact there was a tendency to be poorer on the first planting but
not significantly so . A device made up and tried in 1945 for bringing in moist
soil from the botto:1 of the furrow to initially cover the seed was tested
again this year. In 1945 no significant improvement was obtained with this
device, but this past sprins it ~ave a very significa.~t increase in field
emergence on the more or less nornal second plAnting as shovm in line 3, but
no improvement on th~ dry seed bed of the first planting . Both this small seed
coverer and the bar scraper between disks were used together and, as shown in
line 4, gave significant improvement on both plantings though only barely so
on the first planting .
A new nassmann sin:?;le seed planting unit which was practically the same
as the one showing promise in 191+5, as far as furrow opener vras concerned, did
not show improved field emergence in 1946 as shovm in line 5. In fact it was
practically the same as the check on the first planting, but for some reason
was significantly poorer on t'.1e second planting. 'I'he older Rassmann unit used
in 1945 was also tested again, but though its results were practically the same
as those ~vith the 1946 unit listed on line 5, its results are not included
in the table as a different sized seed had to be used in it .
Another style of disk opener with small runner or shoe beb-1een the disks
which was made by Rassmann in 1935 was also included in the tests . It gave
significantly better emergence on the second pl211ting, but · practically the
same as the check on the first planting as shown in line 6. '. vith this opener
the seeding mechanism was the regular John Deere can and a flexible ribbon seed
tube was used .
A special shoe or runner was made to use between the disks of a regular
disk opener . Hith this opener it was necessary to drop the seed down the fertilizer spout of the disk casting as the shoe was attached at that point. It
was necessary to use a flexible seed tube, but for seed distribution studies
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not reported here, shorter dra\'T bars cind a small straight, sr,iooth seed tube
was used for corripe>.rison. The field en1ergence with this 1mit was very little
different from t'.'.e c heck plnnting ns shown in line 7.
Anot~1er modification of the regular disk opener w!1ich was made m1d tested
consisted of fl_ S!nall shoe on tho lower end o:f a str::iisht seed tube which ran
dovm the fertilizer spout of the opener casting. The oottom of the narrow
shoe merely divided the small ridge of soil left betFeen the disks amt flattened it off. Tho er:1ergence data with it is tabulated on line 8. There was very
little differe~ 1ce 'oetwe r:;n it and the check on planting one, but for so.i:1e ·
reason or another it was very si,: snificcmtly lower on the second planting.
Something must have gone wrong on th<:i.t test for it isn 1 t i:; reatl~r different
frorrt some of the other equi::.)ment tested, lrnt no obserirations, notes or data
indicate what it was. The rate of seedin~ was normal.

J oth the John Deere and :HcCorrnick-Deer:i.ng beet planters now being built
are er,uipped ·with deer concavity press wheels which can either be set close tog ether or as usc;.c:tlly set are Sflparated e.bm.'.t J/ l+". Line 9 shows the emergence
data obtained with a regular disk opener equipped with deep concavity press
wheels set sei)arated in place of the bevel rin press wheels used on all of the
previous eq1_i.ipcent. The field emergence tended to be lower but not quite significantly so. Late1· in t he report a further more corr..plete comparison of the
results 1·: ith different press wheels will be n:?.de.
Cor:1parr:.tive tests betveen runner a '1d
. . disk openers were also included
in the pJ_ots. The next tl·;ree i1ieces of equi~)ment listed in the table, lines
10 to 12, are run.ner openers. First in line 10 is a re.;ular John Deere !To.
55 plc:.nter runner opener ':nth deep concci.vi t y press wheels and tI:e re r;i.llar
flexible seed tube used uith this opener. Ee~:t ~n line 11 i3 t~1e same runner
opener but with bevel ri.2;1 r:ress ~Jbeels. Line 12 gives t h e data on an old Ho.
8 John Deere planter ruimer opener mounted in t~e l'Io. 55 pl::i.nter draw irons
and used with bevel rim press wheels. This runner n2.kes a narrower seed furrow
which is felt by sor.:e to be better. The data shows a tendency for tr1e bevel
rim press wl1eels to be better, 'i'his becomes a significant difference on the
second ;JJ.anting, line 12, ·where the slight advantage of the narrower rmmer is
added to that of the press wheels.
Cobbley seeding L:.nits were used on two different openers. One was a
regular John Deere disk opener a;--:d logically should not be anJ wasn't significantly different fron t:1e ched< as shrn-m in line 13. Differences in seed d.?Jnage
by the two types of seeding ~echanisi:'.ls, if there was ar:y appreciable difference,
would account for differences in field eme:!.~gence. The other Cobbley unit was
in a Lindeman Plant-trol seedinz unit which uses a small round bottom shoe or
runner opener very much like that used by a. 1lanet Jr. seeG.er, The field emer.,gence with the I'l<lnt-ti~o1 unit, as shmm in line 14, ·was significantly better
on the second .plantin13 but no different on the first.
A type of ple.nting referred to as furrow ::-lanting has occe.sionally in
the past shov.m i;-,1 proved field emergence, · particularly on C:ry surf ac.:; seed beds
where there was l!toisture somewhat deeper. The equipment used for this plc:..'1.tin:; is a :iisk opener with depth bands set in 2 J/ 411 frm1 the edge of the disks
to give deep plCJ..nting. 'l'he disks are followed by Cl furrm·r nr set to run ci.bout
1 1/4" helow the groUJ."ld surface, thus leaving about 1 1/4 to 1 1/2 11 of soil
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over the seed, and followed by regular bevel rim press wheels. This opener
as show11 in line 15, gave a slightly better, but not significantly better,
emergence on the first planting, but gave a very much poorer emergence on .the
second planting. This bore out our last years' experience in that where this
type of planting.is used on a moist seed bed, it goes in poorly and the field
emergence is low.
Lines 16 and 17 give the data on regular l.fcCormick-Deering disk and
runner openers with their regular deep concavity press wheels. The data in
lines 16 and 17 are comparable with that in lines 9 and 10 which are for disk
and runner openers with the same type press wheels. The McCormick-Deering
runner openers were probably running slightly deeper than the disk openers
which would account for lower emergence on the first planting and higher on
the second. A quarter inch deeper would account for the larger difference on
the second planting.
·
Seedling Emergence Results on Beet Planter Tests
No. of
Counts

Ref.
No.
Planting Equipment
1 JD disk opener 1 1/2 11 depth, bevel rim press wheels
2 JD disk opener with bar scraper between disks
3 JD disk opene-r with moist soil seed coverer
4 JD disk opener with bar scraper &'1d seed coverer
5 1946 Rassmann unit (runner between disks)
6 1935 Rassmann opener (runner between disks)
7 JD disk opener with runner between disks
8 JD disk opener with small shoe on seed tube
9 JD disk opener with deep concavity press wheels
10 JD runner opener with deep concavity press wheels
11 JD runner opener with bevel rim press wheels
12 JD #8 runner opener with bevel rim press wheels
13 Cobbley seeding unit on J. D. disk opener
14 Cobbley unit on Lindeman Plant-trol unit
15 JD disk opener equipped for furrow planting
16 McCD disk opener with deep concavity press wheels
17 McCD runner opener with deep concavity press wheels -lHH<
Difference required for significance, 16 and 17
Differences required for significance
20 and 20 counts
20 and 60 counts
20 and 120 counts
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120
20
20
20
20
20
40
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

80

60

~ Emergence
1st. · 2nd. ·
Pltg. Pltg.

43:1
40.2
44~3

41.1

47 .4

40~2

43:6 22.3
42.2 40.4

44:9
44;9
39:5
39:9

33:9
17:5

29:3
33:5
4L7 36:3
43;4 37;7

41:5 31:8
42.2 39~6
46:7 15:0

41.9 29. 7-l'<. ~8.1

35 .l-l<-

~5~2

±7.2
+5.9

_3.0 _:3.2
:t4.3

:!:4.0 ±5.5

100 counts

-lHH'<- Probably running slightly.deeper than 15 thereby at least partially
accounting for difference.
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3L3
32:3

Some of the data in the table has been combined where equipment is
the same to !'!lake further comparisons . For example lines l and 9 can be
combined and paired with that from lines 11 and 10 to get a better comparison bet·ween disk and runner openers . The results are as follows:
1st , planting
Disk openers
Runner openers
Difference for significance (40counts)

2nd , planting

41.3
40 . 8
±3 .. 7

The combined data shov.rs practically no difference between the disk and runner
openers on the first planting c.nd not quite a sisnificant difference on the
second, The difference on the second planting a,sain could be the result of
a quarter of an inch greater depth of planting with the runner .
A similar further comparison between bevel rim and deep conc<>vity press
wheels can also be r.18.de by combining the data in lines 1 and 11 and pairing
with that in 9 and 10 as follows :

1st . plantg . 2nd. olantg . Average
42 ~ 8

Bevel rim press wheels
Deep concavity press 1-theels
Difference for significance
(40 and 80 counts)

33 . 8
3L4
±5 . 1

39 ~ 7

±3 . 7

38.3
35 . 6
±3.1

The difference is not significant in any case, but the tendency is consistent.
In general the deep concavity press wheels tend to ride on their rims on a firm
seed bed and do not obtain as good seed covering as the bevel rim press wheels .
The covering of seed and resulting field emergence could very probably be improved by setting the deep concavity press wheels close together . Unfortunately no test was made with the press wheels so set as this came to our attention after the plantings were made in,
A special set of press wheels was built up for us by International
Harvester and tests were included on these plantings , These press wheels
consisted of two pair of heavy, solid ca.st iron wheels with sharp, steeply
beveled rims and mounted in staggered pairs so that one wheel of each set came
between the two wheels o±:. the other set , The set weighed seventy pounds .
Several different comparnble eo_uipment set- ups were tested with and without
these special press wheels and tl1e combined C.ata gives a good comparison with
the regular press wheels . The co11bined data is as follows:

Regular deep concavity press wheels on
disk and runner openers
4 V press 1vheels on disk and runner openers
Difference necessary·for-significance
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1st planting
37 . 5
41.1
±3 . 7

2nd planting
31.8
37 . 9
±5 . 1

The special press wheels produced 01.n improvenent in field emergence
which ,;ras nearly significn.nt oci t~1e first pl.s.ntir1g and vras er.tirely so on the
second. The wheels cut in oadly and caused some diffj_culty ·on the first
planting because the seed bed was so dry and so;;1ewhat loose . In fact· all
pressure spring pressure had to be removed to cet them to worl-: at all . They
worked fine on the second planting with a moist seed bed, but probably- should
have been of somewhat larger diameter to wor};: under all conditions apt to be
encountered .•
To summarize briefly, in general the differences between field energence obtained witl1 all of the :planting equipment were not significant on
the first planting . Ample moisture for germination and the settling effect
of the repeated rains tended to wipe out any differences which ;11ight have
existed. However, depth of planting on the first planting had a very significant effect on field emergence thus substantiatine previous experienc·c .
Early plantings which will probr.bly receive plenty of moisture for gerrd.nation and which will probably have to germinate in cool weather should be
planted shallower, probably .;;.bout 1 11 deep . The opposite condition usually
exists on lat er pl<>ntings where the seed bed dries out ra.ther rapidly and
deeper plantings of 1 l/2n and even up to 2 11 in some cases , have c:i higher
percentage of field energence .
On the second plantinL; which was typica.l of n raid- or late-season
planting in a good, moist seed bed, sign:Lficant improvement in emergence was
obtained with the 1;ioist soil seed coverer and with some of the more or less
round or blunt bottom SPJ.r:tll runners or shoes between the disks . 'l'he narrow
runner opener tended to show improvement but this raight have been because of
slightly deeper planting as the depth of planting is harder to control and
determine 1·rith a runner opener. The special heaVJ', sharp rim press wheels
were significnntly better than the deep concP,vity press uheels where the seed
bed was moist and firm enough so that t!l.e special wheels would work properly.
The bevel rin press wheels tended to be better than the deep concc:vity press
wheels when the latter were set abol:t 3/4" apart as t::-:ey usually e.re set.
The wide variation in field emergence on hundred inch counts 1'rith
even the best types of openers on what are apparently good seed beds seems
to indicate that our seed b,::;ds are too variable and not as goon as they should
be. itle know from grease-bo.'..'.rd tests thGt the v<>.riation in seed drop in
hundred inch runs is not sre=i.t a.-:d that the extrel:le v<:triation in energence
must result from some other cause . Furt 11er wo~·k to obte.in inproved and more
uniform emergence should include studies 6f seed beds and bed preparation
in addition to tha,t on planting equipment•
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Appendix

Examples of average field· emergence of sugar beet seedlings under various conditions near Fort Collins, Colorado in 1945.
Percent
Emergence
Dry, fairly loose surface, firm sub surface seed bed, moderately fine but with nwnerous small clods 1/2" to 1 11 diameter,
moist11.re at approximately 2! 1 depth, la.te June planting with disk
opener planters ·with depth bands set for 1 1/2 11 depth.
·
Same conditions except with depth 'Jands set for 2 11 depth.
Sa.'ne conditions but with furrow rila."'1ting. (Seed planted
2 1/2" deep and 1 1/411 of soil rer.10ved with furrowing shovel).
Sarr,e conditions at 1 1/2" depth with seedlings irrigated up.
Fall plowing, left rough all wi."'1ter, worked up in sprir-g
after about· three inches of rainfall in i:arch and April using
double disk, spike toot:-i harrow and double floating with 1'.:versman
lever just before planting, planted Ha~· 9 ·with disk opener planter
at 1 1/211 depth, scne cloud;Jr weather and light sprinkles after
planting which kept soil from cirying too fast, but no moisture
soaked in or no crust formed.
Previous years' sugar beet ground:, deepl;<,r disked in spring
after good moisture from snows and rains, double floated and
harrowed, planted with disk opener planter at 1 1/2" depth as
follows:
·
Planted in good moisture on 4/11/45 followed by .88 11 ·
moisture fro:m snow, then good germination weather.
Planted in good ;;:ioistui·e on 5/3/ 45 followed by good
germination weather.
Planted on freshly harrowed seed bed which was sol'!lewhat
loose and dry on the surface but moist below on 5/11/45
followed by light rains and good germination weather.
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7
25

48
73

90

46
36
66

